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	Title of Best Practice - 50 characters with spaces: CoME - Caregivers and Me
	Description of the best practice: 
	  What is this practice about? This text field allows for 400 characters in 4 lines: CoME is an innovative self-monitoring system for older people with miniaturized wearable wellbeing sensors connected to an easy-to-use, simplified website specialized for elderly. CoME system helps them achieve a healthier lifestyle and eases the life of their formal and informal caregivers.

	Issuees Faces  - 365 characters  with spaces- 12 Lines: Ageing demographics and declining health in older adults puts unaffordable pressures on care systems and societies, so change and innovation is required.Seniors want to live in their own home for as long as possible, but some of them need special care and help in their daily activities and experience barriers.
	Key Objectives - 365 characters with spaces: The main objective of CoME is to provide easily accessible data of their health parameters on a simplified website, wearing only a fitness bracelet to measure. It is not just for only motivating the elderly to stay active and strive for a healthier lifestyle, but they can also share their data with their caregivers to get the quickest help possible if needed.
	Main results- 365 characters with spaces - 12 Lines: Identification & definition of user-requirements - designing the platform.Developing the prototype - testing by the seniors - finetuning.Testing the wearable devices with the seniors too, to reach perfect and fluent data flow.A platform, that is ready for the market and draws real interest.
	Picture left (121/72 mm or 1429/850 pixel ): 
	Picture right (121/72 mm or 1429/850 pixel ): 
	Name of Partner: Pannon Business Network Association
	Adress Line 1: Gesztenyefa str. 4.
	Address Line 2: 9700 Győr
	Country: Hungary
	Contact Number: +36 94 505 003
	Email Address: info@pbn.hu
	Website: www.pbn.hu
	QR-Code (35mm /35mm): 
	Picture (426mm/178mm or 5031/2102 pixel/300dpi): 
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